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JJ Abrams’ The Force Awakens is already the most talked-about movie of 2015 on social media, 

according to a new report. But it seems Disney has a few final tricks up its sleeve to build hype 

ahead of the movie’s 17 December release date in the UK and debut in the US a day later. A final 

trailer has been released to celebrate Thanksgiving, while Entertainment Weekly has posted a video 

revealing some of new droid BB-8’s secrets. Here’s what we discovered after putting them both 

under our mystical Jedi microscope. 

Supreme Leader Snoke finally has his answer 

Andy Serkis’s First Order bad guy No 1 was the first voice we heard in the first teaser trailer for Star 

Wars: The Force Awakens a year ago, asking: “There has been an awakening ... have you felt it?” 

Twelve months on we discover he’s addressing hooded Vader fanboy Kylo Ren (played by Adam 

Driver) who responds simply: “Yes.” This dynamic pitches the pair as the Emperor Palpatine and 

Darth Vader of the new movie, and yet continues to raise further questions. 

Kylo Ren is important enough to get the Death March theme 

He’s clearly the movie’s main hulking, hooded dark lord of the Force, but Abrams has revealed in the 

past that Ren is not a Sith. Has the film-maker completely thrown out Star Wars creator George 

Lucas’s famous “rule of two”, whereby only a pair of dark Jedi types ever exist at one time? Is Ren 

still in Sith training mode? Does this means Snoke also lacks Sith credentials, and might there be two 

more hugely powerful dark side Force practitioners out there somewhere? And if so, why is Ren still 

considered scary enough that he gets John Williams’s unmistakable Death March theme, which 

always accompanied Vader’s appearance in the original trilogy? It’s all very confusing, and hugely 

intriguing, indeed. 

Finn is the movie’s terrified fearmonger 

The disillusioned stormtrooper turned lightsaber-wielding Resistance hero played by John Boyega 

continues to be one of the most enigmatic figures in The Force Awakens. Previously, it seemed likely 

he turned away from the dark side as a reaction to the indoctrination we know all First Order troops 

receive. But now it seems Finn has seen something that made him shift his loyalties, and has left him 

scared out of his wits. It can’t be Kylo Ren’s ability to use the Force to control people, nor the 

existence of the Death Star-like Starkiller Base, because running from either would surely be a pretty 

pointless exercise. So what is it? There are clearly more secrets to discover at the dark heart of The 

Force Awakens. 

Han definitely shoots first (and asks questions later) 

Lucas and fans have debated for decades whether the sardonic space scoundrel was originally 

intended to shoot bounty hunter Greedo only after the alien fired his blaster first in the Mos Eisley 

Cantina in 1977’s saga opener A New Hope, but Abrams clearly has no such qualms about showing 

the elder Solo as a quick-on-the-draw kind of guy. He’s still pretty handy with a blaster, too, as that 

Stormtrooper is sent hurtling into the ether with a single shot. 

BB-8 may not be entirely trustworthy 

Perhaps this week’s biggest The Force Awakens revelation isn’t in the new trailer at all. 

Entertainment Weekly, which has had the inside line on Abrams’ film, has posted an intriguing look 

at the perky orange-and-white ball droid, which we believe begins the movie as an aide to X-Wing 



pilot Poe Dameron, but has been seen in the company of Daisy Ridley’s Rey, and even on board the 

Millennium Falcon, in trailers and TV spots. 

In a new video, the magazine’s reporter Anthony Breznican suggests BB-8 is “kind-of like a Swiss 

army knife … a cute Swiss army knife, but one, it’s creators say, should not completely be trusted”. 

The animatronic robot used to shoot the film features a number of panels that open up to reveal 

tasers, grappling hooks and other useful devices, and these are not the droid’s only secrets. EW 

suggests even the humans who spend time with BB-8 in The Force Awakens may not know 

everything about him, and the machine’s true purpose may not be revealed until future films. 

“Abrams and the designers always imagined BB-8 as being rather manipulative,” Breznican explains. 

“They say the droid knows he’s cute – he knows that he can win people over with that … and he uses 

it like a mischievous child to get his own way.” 

 

Adapted from: http://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/nov/27/star-wars-the-force-

awakens-thanksgiving-trailer-five-things 


